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INFORMATION
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GENERAL INFORMATION
How is my exam structured?

Section A: (5 questions based on an unseen extract from An Inspector Calls.
2ai (4 marks) As a performer question (vocal, physical or non-verbal skills)
2aii (6 marks) As a performer question (performance skills)
2bi (9 marks) As a director question, choosing one production element and referring 
to the context of the production.
2bii (12 marks) As a director how would you get a performer to play their role using 
all three performance criteria. You must refer to the extract and the complete play.
2c (14 marks) As a designer you will choose one production element listed to bring to 
life the extract.

Section B: Response to live theatre (Curious Incident)
a (6 marks) Analyse a production or performance skills.
b (9 marks) Evaluate a production or performance skills.

How long is the exam?
Test 1 hour 30 minutes

What do I need to revise?
Section A:
An Inspector Calls
• Organise your thinking: the exam will be testing your knowledge and 

understanding. It is important that your thoughts and ideas are organised 
appropriately. Making connections between all the things you know will showcase 
your understanding. Try planning for a past paper question by placing relevant 
cue cards on the floor in the structure you think will best answer the question.*

• Drama terminology
• Revise the context of An Inspector Calls. Then, link this into how you would use 

production elements to reveal the context.
• Revise design elements, distinguishing the difference between each.

Section B: 
Live Theatre Evaluation
• Prepare your notes for The Curious Incident Of The Dog In The Night-Time 

straight after the performance on Wednesday 6th February- based on the 
performers (their names and roles), costume design, set design, lighting design, 
sound design, including music, the director's overall concept/ interpretation, 
performance style, use of stage space, impact on you as an individual audience 
member, impact on the audience as a whole. (500 words only to take into the 
examination).

• Practice exam style questions at home.



GENERAL INFORMATION
Where can I find it?

In the drama revision guide and workbook (available on Parentpay).
In class hand-outs given to the students.
GCSE Bitesize revision for An Inspector Calls (online)

What revision strategies will help me to prepare?

• Practice planning your time by answering questions with different mark 
allocations so that you know how long to spend on a 4-mark answer as opposed 
to a 14-mark answer.

• Know the play text as you won't have it in the exam. Ask yourself, what is 
happening in each extract. What happened earlier in the text and what is about to 
happen.

• Learn key drama terminology.
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